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Could rock star lawyers carry right style for Barnaby question?
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Revellers at the High Court constitutional battle... no, wait, at Law Rocks last year.

While we all wait for the High Court to declare Deputy Prime

Minister Barnaby Joyce (and ever-growing company) qualified to

sit in Parliament — we all know it "will so hold" because Prime

Minister Malcolm Turnbull says so — it does raise a serious

access to justice question.

Why can't matters of such public interest be determined, not by reference to nuanced

arguments based on decades-old dissenting judgments*, but using a language

everyone understands: music.

Our lawyers, at least, are practising at this.

On Thursday night, lawyers from some of the nation's biggest law firms took to the

stage at Sydney's Oxford Art Factory to prove their mettle (and metal) in the court of

public opinion, for the annual Law Rocks charity play-off to raise money for The

Smith Family.

This year Allens, Ashurst, Clayton Utz, DLA Piper, Johnson Winter & Slattery, King &

Wood Mallesons, MinterEllison and Norton Rose Fulbright battled for honours.

We eagerly await news of the final countdown – whether Aggravated Damage from

Clayton Utz lived up to its name, those grunge masters at 60FU overruled (calm down;

that's obviously short for 60 Floors Up, where the KWM crew including M&A mix-
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master David Friedlander and banking DJ Ken Astridge reside in Governor Phillip

Tower), or last year's winners The Thorns (a name so good, Norton Rose is sticking

with it) pricked off everyone by taking the title again. Or maybe, just maybe, The

Doobie Brothers-inspired Allen & The Hemsleys (they could have instead opted for The

Loyals to a Fault) took the gong.

Stakes were higher for some: JWS's Jammin With the Slatts included boss Peter

Slattery on bass; possibly a side-effect of having fewer juniors around to pass an

instrument too.

Emblematic of the crowded legal market, competition has grown since the inaugural

event was held in 2015, when five firms participated.

The spectacle cost just $45. Perhaps the High Court should consider charging for its

upcoming performance too. All funds raised go towards an all-inclusive tour of New

Zealand's South Island? Choice.

Beauty parade

Performances were held elsewhere over the past month or so, as the discerning

lawyer-ranking crew from Legal 500 flew into Australia for interviews to compile

their annual guide to the best. Some describe it as a beauty parade, where partners

and other senior lawyers are forced into the uncomfortable and unfamiliar position of

talking about their own brilliance for 60 to 90 minutes. It has also been likened to

speed dating.

Who was spotted in Sydney for the event recently, but Clifford Chance's Perth

litigation head Ben Luscombe, pleasantly chatting about his chances with

Sydneysider and head of the east Richard Gordon. Just because east-west relations

are frosty globally, doesn't mean it translates at home.

Perhaps another analogy for the process is the rapidly spinning lateral hire turntable.

The destination for Norton Rose departee and tax expert Ellen Thomas, who

will leave the firm a little over a year after joining from Baker McKenzie, has emerged:

PwC, hungry like the wolves (although this time, it isn't a PwC Legal play, but one by

the firm's tax group).

DibbsBarker added banking and finance partner Jason Morris, after a decade at

Allens and a stint at Linklaters before that.

Morris, whose practice includes corporate and institutional finance, joins the

firm's new Melbourne office nine months in. The team including partners Bill

Burrough, John Stragalinos and special counsel Silvana Larobina, boasts another

will join "soon", lured by leader Stephen Purcell.

"As a nimble firm that is responsive to client needs, DibbsBarker is well positioned to

excel as a strong domestic firm in a competitive market," Morris said.

Resolving in the mainstream

A didgeridoo performance by masterful William Barton was the accompaniment to

the Australian Disputes Centre's Alternative Dispute Resolution awards night last

Friday, in Ashurst's deco-glamour ballroom (incidentally, the firm's own Georgia

Quick was named Australian ADR Practitioner of the Year).

Just as grunge and other "alternative" rock became mainstream in the 1990s,
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"alternative" dispute resolution today is something of a misnomer.

Delivering the keynote speech, former High Court chief justice Robert French said

ADR had "come a long way" since 1990, when there was great scepticism about the

method and mediation was viewed as an "exotic activity for non-lawyers".

French was a Federal Court judge that year, and was sent to Harvard summer school

for a negotiation course led by Professor Roger Fisher. Not long after, French became

inaugural president of the Native Title Tribunal (dealing with "claims of unusual

complexity"), and adopted a principled interests-based system as set out by Professor

Fisher.

"The term is now something of an anachronism. What used to be 'alternative' is

mainstream," he said.

Courts today deal with "a very small proportion of disputes", he noted; but he was

quick to assert their importance in informing negotiations and ensuring the rule of

law.

"The legal rules and patterns of decision in various classes of case set standards or

criteria against which the legitimacy and fairness of negotiated resolutions can be

judged and without which they will be unstable," he said.

Music to the ears of the judiciary.

katie.walsh@fairfaxmedia.com.au

* Even if they are penned by rock star High Court judges like Sir William Deane. On

which, you can find the oft-referred to dissenting judgment in Sykes v Cleary here.
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